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If you have a Live CD or Live USB (if your BIOS supports it) you can
boot from it and run Ontrack's drive manager, it will understand the
whole process of your drive, it will also make an automated image of it
and it will walk you through the steps of reimaging the drive and
clean, recovering data, destroying the overlay, wiping the drive - all
with an automated GUI. Fully automated, you can save it in a folder
(do not save it as.exe) then dd it to a CD/DVD/USB via the booting
media or a PC with a CD/DVD/USB in. The images are saved in a folder
that you specify. Ontrack disk manager will walk you through a
process that is similar to all the stuff you have seen around. Your drive
will be analyzed and an image made in case you would like to. The
next step will be the cleaning of the drive and data recovery. After
that you have a drive image that can be transferred to another media
or dd it to the existing drive, or you can remove the overlay
completely and update the partition table with the ONTACK software
that will create a valid whole disk image (if your BIOS support it). It will
replace the partition table of the drive with the one from the image
and delete the old partition table, so you need to keep a copy of the
partition table you had before the backup image, typically in your
booting media or maybe another memory. The backup images are
saved in a folder in a special Ontrack format. (it would be better to use
a self-extracting.exe that can read the XML file, then it can extract the
image from the.txt file). To put it to use:
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